
RDHA Design Principal Tyler Sharp collaborated with Brady 
Peters, a generative design specialist at the University of Toronto, 
to create a solar-responsive ceramic frit pattern on the building’s 
windows. Its striated patterns range from white to dark gray 
expanding and contracting based on solar orientations, while 
also visually merging with a series of stainless steel rods that add 
an additional layer of solar resistance while supporting the glazed 
units and forming the courtyard enclosures. These elements 
are conceived as a functional abstraction of two combined 
metaphors: the turning pages of a library book and the trunks 
of trees in a forest.  

Expressing inclusivity, innovation, dedication to learning, 
collaboration, curiosity, courage and accountability the new 
building reflects the vision of the institution. Seamlessly 
integrating universal design principals, and targeting a LEED 
Gold rating, the building demonstrates the highest levels of 
achievement in both dignity and sustainable design. 

The new Springdale branch provides Brampton Library with an 
emboldened presence and a valuable resource to the Springdale 
community. 

In the City of Brampton, about 45 minutes west of Toronto, 
the Springdale Library and Komagata Maru Park provides the 
suburban community with a new public library and community 
park. RDHA’s goal was to create an inclusive gathering place, 
a counterpoint to the otherwise flat suburban area, and a point 
of pride for the city.  

The project site was physically constrained, framed by a 
commercial plaza to the east, a main road to the south, and a 
natural ravine to the north and west. The architects positioned 
the library as close to the street as possible, in order to solidify 
the building’s presence with the street, preserve the site’s natural 
topography and irrigation patterns, and channel interior views 
towards the ravine. This siting also maximized room in the rear 
for a neighbourood park, and a parking and drop-off sequence 
with a canopied entry forecourt. 

RDHA designed a project that would be as much about a building 
as it is about establishing a landscape: from the organically 
shaped perimeter that joins building and courtyards; and the 
creation of an undulating topography between the fluidly shaped 
ceiling and mountainous green roof; and the sloping floor slab 
of the interior and the flat landscape of the park. The park is 
comprised of a series of terraced contemplative gardens for 
older users as well as a splashpad and childrens’ play area 
organized around the word “Imagine.” The five-metre-high letters 
are oriented in both horizontal and vertical planes and become 
an interactive feature for the children to discover. 

The interior program is comprised of 20,000 square feet of library 
program space, combined with a 5,000 square foot community 
multi-purpose room. Each element of the library, detailed in 
scope, highlights RDHA’s practice of applying conventional 
budgets and materials to design unconventional buildings. For 
example, Springdale’s oculi, fashioned from perforated drywall 
fixed to off-the-shelf framing components, temper the noise 
levels and the way that light spreads within the library, to inspire 
a sense of awe and wonder — and an unusual sense of shelter 
and togetherness.

Springdale Library & Komagata Maru Park
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About RDHA

RDH Architects Inc. (RDHA) is a Toronto-based studio 
specializing in architecture for the public realm. Founded in 
1919, RDHA is one of Canada’s oldest architectural practices 
and is the receipient of the 2018 Royal Architectural Institute of 
Canada (RAIC) Architectural Firm Award.

Led by Principals Bob Goyeche, Geoff Miller, Tyler Sharp, and 
Momin Hoq, the firm of 25 professionals have developed an 
extensive portfolio of experience encompassing industrial, office, 
libraries, recreation,  post-secondary education, transit and 
secure facility design. 

Over the past 12 years the firm has focused on producing 
intelligent, concept driven architecture of the highest caliber. 
RDHA now feels and acts like an emerging design studio, while 
our 100-year legacy provides a solid backbone of technical and 
managerial experience. Consequently, RDHA has re-emerged as 
one of Canada’s acclaimed design firms, with over 60 provincial, 
national and international awards - most notably three Governor 
General’s Medals, the 2014 Royal Architectural Institute of 
Canada Young Architect Award for design partner Tyler Sharp.

Web:      rdharch.com
Instagram:  @rdharch
Twitter:     @rdharch

About the City of Brampton

The City of Brampton is located in the province of Ontario, 
Canada. With a population of 650,000, Brampton is the 9th 
largest city in Canada, and the 3rd largest in the Greater Toronto 
Hamilton Area (GTHA). Brampton is the 2nd fastest growing city 
in Canada among Canada’s 25 largest cities. The population 
is incredibly multicultural, representing people from more than 
175 distinct ethnic backgrounds, speaking over 70 different 
languages. 

www.brampton.ca

Project Details

Official project name:  Springdale Library
Location:   Brampton, Ontario, Canada
Client:   City of Brampton
Date of Completion:  Summer 2019
Area:   26,000 sf (2,418 sm)
Construction Budget: $16,670,000

Photography Credit:  
 › Nic Lehoux

Architecture and Interiors: RDH Architects Inc.
Team Members:   
 › Design Principal: Tyler Sharp
 › Managing Principal: Bob Goyeche 
 › Project Manager: Sanjoy Pal
 › Staff: Shelley Vanderwal, Carlos Tavares, Juan Caballero, 

Soo-Jin Rim, Gladys Cheung, Lisa Sato, Simon Routh, 
Anton Freundorfer

Key Consultants:
 › Structural Engineer: WSP Canada, Andrew Dionne
 › Mechanical Engineer: Jain Sustainability Consultants, 

Ezzat Mitri & Mohammed Khan
 › Electrical Engineer: Jain Sustainability Consultants, Raed 

Hindi
 › LEED Consultant: Jain Sustainability Consultants, Brad 

Hollebrandse
 › Civil Engineer: Valdor Engineering, David Giugovaz
 › Landscape Architect: NAK Design Strategies, Robert Ng
 › Water Features Consultant: Resicom, Rob Brogee
 › Specifications: DGS Consulting Services, Don Shortreed
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01 - The Springdale Library is a new branch library in Brampton, Ontario.
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02 - The irregularly shaped building was inspired by the overall triangular geometry of the site.
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03 - The classic-meets-contemporary appearance helps to establish a sense of familiarity and the porous circulation allows the 
public to weave through layers of the building.
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04 - The connections between the aluminum curtain wall, the floor-to-ceiling windows and the steel, tubular columns appear 
seamless and effortless.
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05 - On the street side of the project, dynamic architecture announces to the library’s surroundings the exciting intellectual 
endeavours happening on the inside, and tiered reflecting pools establish a place of reflection.
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06 - Picnic tables beneath the building’s soffit provide library users with a sheltered “porch” for outdoor activities.
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07 - The library at night.
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08 - The carefully proportioned colonnades and the calm reflecting pools inspire a familiar sense of classical order and encourage 
exploration of each of the building’s facades.
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09 - The windows are covered with a solar-responsive ceramic frit pattern, meant to recall the pages in a book. This also helps to 
reduce glare, and to minimize solar transmission into the building. 
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10 - The row of shimmering columns gleams in the sun, their reflectivity calling to passers-by as well as amplifying the environmental 
conditions such as sunlight, vegetation, and seasonal colours. 
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11 - In the lobby, a floor to ceiling digital screen displays a changing array of artistic images – from natural scenes, to those 
honoring thematic holidays and events.
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12 - A restrained palette contributes to the interior’s sense of clarity and calm–ensuring focus and concentration.
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13 - The interior was conceived as a landscape for exploration and repose. 
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14 - Globular pendant lights and LEDs embedded in the drywall compliment the interior’s organic lines and casual yet sculptural vibe.
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15 - In the children’s area, natural light floods in through an inverse skylight. The topographic ceiling descension creates an 
other worldly atmosphere. 
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16 - A green “moss-like” carpet, and adjacency to the reflecting pool blurs the boundaries between inside and outside. Pint-sized 
versions of the furniture keep the area connected thematically to the rest of the library while establishing that even though this is 
the children’s section, it doesn’t have to be designed differently.
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17 - The organic nature of the interior and its playfulness draw connections to the adjacent Komagata Maru Park.
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18 - Adjacent to the stacks, the library has a flexible classroom and a Makerspace, with 3D printers, laser cutters, and a computer 
with audio-recording equipment that is free to library users.
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19 - A flexible community space can be used for drop-in activities, as an indoor lounge for seniors, and a place for birthday party 
rentals or public meetings.
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20 - The roof’s raised hilltop gives the library height in an otherwise very flat landscape. The green roof is one of the building’s 
LEED Gold features, which also include electric car charging stations, geothermal heating and cooling, and grey water systems.
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21 - The Springdale Library offers a respite from the suburban context, seamlessly blending building and landscape.  
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22 - The park features large letters, playfully scattered throughout the park inviting curiosity about their meaning, which is not 
related to the name of the park, but rather inspired by the nature of the library. Grouped together they spell “IMAGINE.”
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23 - A pavilion provides respite from the sun and a gathering place for picnics and celebrations. 
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24 -  The imaginative architecture and landscape of the Springdale Library adds diversity and interest to the surroundings. 
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SITE PLAN
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1 LIBRARY BUILDING
2 MULTI-PURPOSE ROOM
3 ENTRY COURTYARD FROM STREET
4 ENTRY COURTYARD FROM PARKING
5 CONTEMPLATIVE GARDENS
6 SPLASH PAD
7 CHILDREN’S PARK EQUIPMENT
8 SHADE STUCTURE
9 PATHWAYS
10 PARKING 
11 BIOSWALE
12 ALLEE PATH
13 RAVINE
14 COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
15 BRAMALEA ROAD
16 RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBOURHOOD
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100 LEVEL PLAN
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8 QUIET READING ATRIUM
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SITE SECTION 1-1

EXISTING 
RAVINE

ALLEE FEATURE TREE 
(TOPOGRAPHIC 
ASCENSION)

SHADE 
STRUCTURE

LARGE SCALE LETTER
‘IMAGINE’ CONCEPT

CHILDREN’S PLAY 
EQUIPMENT

SPLASH PAD CHILDREN’S AREA 
(TOPOGRAPHIC CEILING DESCENSION)

  

ACTIVE READING ATRIUM
(TOPOGRAPHIC CEILING ASCENSION)

BRAMALEA
ROAD 

FEATURE TREE 
(TOPOGRAPHIC 
ASCENSION)

LARGE SCALE LETTER
‘IMAGINE’ CONCEPT

FEATURE TREE 
(TOPOGRAPHIC 
ASCENSION)

QUIET READING ATRIUM
(MINOR TOPOGRAPHIC CEILING 
ASCENSION)

DATE : SEPT. 28, 2015
SCALE : 

2015 CANADIAN ARCHITECT AWARDS
SPRINGDALE LIBRARY AND PARK

DATE : SEPT. 28, 2015
SCALE : 

2015 CANADIAN ARCHITECT AWARDS 
SPRINGDALE LIBRARY AND PARK

SITE SECTIONSECTION 1-1

N.T.S. NTS 0606
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